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A wide range of copper alloy products
and the flexibility of service, make EGM
Group stands out in the market.
Attention to every customer’s needs, together with a responsible overall view
of its activity, make the EGM Group a reliable partner, with more than 150 years
of knowledge.
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Vision
EGM Group represents
an indispensable basis
for many industrial activities
that mark the technical
and social evolution
of our everyday life.
Its ability to foresee the markets’ evolution
in a continuous development path, actively
contributes to create value and welfare
for the future generations.
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Values
Human being’s respect,
know-how passion and
attention to the customer,
are the fundamental values
that have been guiding the
EGM Group from more than
one century and a half.
The moral integrity, understood as a distinguishing
feature of its business activities, represents
an indispensable asset and a constant commitment
to ensure that the principles of transparency and
fairness are respected toward each participant.
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Rolled
products
The EGM group is one of the
first international players in
the production of rolled strips
in copper and its alloys:
ranging from the performing electrolytic copper to the
experienced brass and bronze and to the special alloys,
satisfying the widest application requirements.
A wide range of thicknesses and widths, together with
variuos types of galvanic treatments complete the offer
of an advanced technology in continuous development.
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Brass
rods
The wide range of
dimensions with round
or polygonal section
is divided into free cutting quality, intended for
cold working with shavings removal and hot
stamping quality, suitable for hot plastic deformation.
The offer is broaden to many types of alloys,
among which we can mention the leadfree
alloys suitable for drinkable water products
(alloys conforming with NSF/ANSI 372
certification) or for components intended
for the fashion industry .

Fields
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Brass rods and rolled
products find their natural
application in several
and different markets:
from automotive, household appliances, buildings,
heat exchangers, hydrosanitary, furnishing components,
telecommunications to fashion field, are just some
of the examples of areas in which EGM Group’
customers operate.
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The development of even more powerful
copper alloy products represents the
challenge for a future that looks more
and more careful to renewable energies
and sustainable mobility.

Service
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Search for
perfection
The care of detail,
experience and attention
to the different needs of its
customers guarantee high
quality standards in terms
of product and service.
Competent technical support, ranging from selecting
the most suitable materials to reach the definition
of a customized packaging, makes the EGM Group
a reliable and qualified partner for every need.
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Quality
The EGM Group recognizes
that the product quality is
the key element in achieving
customer satisfaction.
Full compliance with existing regulations, technologically
advanced facilities, constant investment in automation
and process control that guarantee the high value of
our standards. We believe in a systemic approach to
management in which every customer is also a partner.
With him we establish a continuous relationship of
collaboration in the belief that any improvement represents
a common utility step forward.

High standards
Process control
Advanced technology
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Sustainable
development
The EGM Group employs a
corporate governance driven
by a serious development effort
that does not compromise the
ability of future generations
to meet their needs.
With this awareness, the whole organization faces competitive
challenges with sustainable growth programs over time.
Such as reducing environmental and fuel impacts, energetic
and plant design efficiency, in addition to the typical recycle
of used metal in the production process.

Reduction
Efficiency
Recycling

Eredi Gnutti Metalli S.p.A.
Via della Volta, 201 - 25124 Brescia (Italy)
Tel. +39 030 3513411 - Fax +39 030 3540081
info egmgroup.it
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